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#1 Bestseller in Like & Loss EVEN IF YOU DON'T isn't a cancer story - it's a love story. Narrated
with heartrending candor, this harrowing love story can make you laugh, cry, and frantically turn
the page, often all at one time. And long after you finish the publication and fall back into the
hectic fray of existence, you might find Kailen's message still resonates in your heart: That life
could be a fairytale, even though it's a tragedy. And even more than that, it's the awe-inspiring
life story of Kailen Combs Taylor. Kailen resided with a perpetual feeling of question,
maintaining immutable joy and resilient hope in the midst of some of life's most barbaric trials.
"Bryan provides written a book which proves that actually when confronted with impossible
odds, love never fails." -Christina Rasmussen, Author of Second Firsts: Live, Laugh, and Love
Again
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a beautiful love tale. He's a previous colleague and generally friend. He also threatened that
he'd know easily short changed you guys and spoke better of this book than I must say i
thought and he'd not i want to do that before his next reserve came out. Fair enough, then.
Awesome book!People will describe this reserve in many various ways, and I expect they'll all
end up being positive. For me, aside from being truly a loving and worthy tribute to an
unbelievable young woman (and believe me, Kailen truly was), it's a guidebook on how to like
with every last ounce of your heart. Alternately shifting, whimsical, maddening, heartbreaking,
and uplifting, this tale will tug every psychological string you possess. You will be a different
person when you change the last web page. I'd recommend this book to everyone;! Having said
that, the emotional effort writing this book must have price is staggering. What we discovered
while reading it, is definitely that we could possibly be better people. He writes in a manner that
makes the reader feel just like we're there with him, watching his wife consider her last
breath.The prose is masterful. Lots of tears scanning this book.It's an instant go through. You
will cry.While my review ended up being much longer than expected even though I said I was
speechless. And you may NOT become disappointed. Beautifully and poetically written, this true
story will stay with you and you will be blessed for “knowing” this family through the web pages
of this book. I was so covered up in their story, that by the finish of the book (and his wife's
lifestyle) it had taken me a couple of hours to emerge from the tale. Toward the finish, I was
sobbing so difficult that I experienced to take a break and gather myself. The raw, unfiltered
center poured out is almost as if he opened up a vein in his soul and bled these words and
phrases onto paper. Moreover, the continuous specter of the unavoidable conclusion SHOULD
hang over the reader's experience just like a killing sashweight, but it doesn't. even those who
aren't particularly religious or grief-ridden. And the direction they persevered and managed their
strength is awe-inspiring. Everyone will go through this but discover truth and inspiration or
whatever it really is they need in a different way. He isn't a reader. The rawness. After some
uncomfortable encounters in church, he vowed never to walk into a church once again. He
hasn't been in a number of years, but that is going to change this Monday. He is anxious to wait
a church near our home, to hear Bryan's testimony. I'm still at a loss for how to clarify what the
book means and will to each individual reader. It will cause you to cry. We purchased the book to
support a local author. I'd go as far as to say the only thing more difficult for him could have
been NOT informing Kailen's story. In the face of adversity, our responses haven't always been
kind. It will cause you to look at existence and love in a fresh light and to appreciate all the
blessings you have in your daily life. In posting his tale, Bryan helped us find out the importance
of how we show our like - not just to each other, but to everyone. Finally, the reserve gave us an
enormous lesson in equanimity. In a nutshell, the reserve made us desire to be better people.
While my heart hurt throughout this reserve for numerous reasons, in addition, it experienced an
odd comfort and ease. You will laugh, you will cry, you will sob as you read this story of instant
love, dread, acceptance and ultimately a loss no young man should ever know, no youthful
woman should ever encounter. I enjoy reading, so I've read through my fair talk about of books
and I could honestly say this is not my typical choice for getting lost in a different world. I am
definitely a person who loves an excellent love tale...!.. but there is a whole brand-new level Even
though you Don't gets to that I'll never encounter from a Sparks novel.The realness. He also isn't
very religious. The truth behind the horrors of a battle with cancer. The truth behind a Godly
woman and guy who are loving, trusting and chasing God while dealing with a huge worldly
battle that not merely deteriorates the body however your mind, emotions, and tries to strike and
destroy the spirit, too.There is laughter, crying, heartbreak but also remembrance that isn't our

home. A true love tale that'll shake your soul Speechless. You will smile and laugh...We have
been discussing the book and how it resonated with us.My husband can be concluding the
book as We write this. Done well.That is a seriously worthy story with a seriously worthy man
telling it. Took me less than a day. Didnt want to put it down. Really worth your time Beautiful
love in spite of I first heard about Kailen through my pastor, her Uncle Donnie. I prayed often for
Kailen and her family, although I never fulfilled them. I’ve seen her grave at the cemetery, not
definately not another friend’s grave. The Author did an amazing work. Bryan is definitely
painstakingly honest about his journey with Kailen and with God. I as a rule have a lot to say
after reading a reserve. You will learn that you can benefit from every second God offers, deeply
sucking in the joy of the unconditional like of God, partner and family. Truly inspirational I
finished this book in under a day. Selfless Love Personified I finished this reserve tonight. I had
only intended to read for an hour or so, and when I looked up, it had been three hours.
Nonetheless it will probably be worth it. Bryan and his wife’s story is an inspiration. But that
changed tonight. “Life can be a fairytale, even when it’s a tragedy.” Wow. The people in this book
are phenomenal. The idea that so much tragedy and affliction can befall one individual and their
family members is dumbfounding. It'll change the way you experience your own existence. I’ve
never been a genuine psychological person, at least not until recently when I shed a shell of
false masculinity and stoicism during the last season or so. Due to that, a publication - or the
written word rather - hasn't brought me to tears (ironic as I’m a article writer myself). There’s no
doubt that she’s incredibly pleased with him, not merely for publishing the book, but also for
how he grew through the encounters as they resided out the occasions detailed in the
publication’s pages. The final 15-20 web pages of this gut-wrenching tale rocked me in a way
that I don’t believe another person’s story provides ever impacted me before. A great love story
A great love story. You will discover yourself marveling at how our storyteller blends grandiosely
crafted vocabulary with such lines as "things got just a little out of hand and I wound up wearing
the apron, but I make a mean buckeye and a good time was got by all". This book tells me all of
those other story, from its earliest inception, Kailen’s birth, to the bitter, yet beautiful end. Just
what a wonderful story! Such a great read. We didn't read the publication, because we were
suffering from grief. Be prepared! The author skillfully blends in leavening moments of real bliss
and pleasure, balancing literary flavor as an Charleston mixologist. Such an excellent read. I
examine it twice just to be certain I was right. This book was recommended by a friend and just
what a great read it had been. In discussing the publication, we've realized that people can be
kinder, more empathetic, and even more in charge of the way we respond to changes in our
lives. Would recommend this book it'll change your lifestyle. My heart is out to him. My wife
loves this publication. Fellas, buy this reserve for your lady and thank me later. heartbreakingly
beautiful bryan articulated ever so clearly the love he familiar with kailen.Strongly Strongly
suggest Disclaimer:I find out the author. a lovely journey as a believer, this i'll treasure. Must
must MUST read This book will move you in ever good, beautiful, and brutal way. It's a lovely
love tale, a grueling cancer battle, and an inspiring retelling of Bryan and Kailen's love.The topic
material is heavy. A modern day love story rooted in faith and older fashioned commitment.
Loved it!!Nicholas sparks was one of my favorites. An epic tale of love and resilience. I couldn’t
put it down, yet didn’t want it to get rid of. Haven’t read a book this good in a few years.
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